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You will find Perseus and instructions to download it and install it here:
http://www.sas.upenn.edu/~vnanda/perseus/
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Click on the icon for your operating system in order to download the executable file or
download the source code as a zipped file:
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Once you download Perseus you can open up a terminal and change the directory to access
Perseus. Assuming that Perseus is in the Downloads directory, you will need to type cd
Downloads/perseus 4 beta. In order to compile it, you need to type g++ Pers.cpp
-O3 -o perseus.

Make sure the file containing your data is located in the Perseus directory.

There are several ways to input your data. The website provides a thorough explanation
on how to input your data points as a points with uniform birth times, points with different
birth times and as a distance matrix.

For example, if you wanted to input your data as points with uniform birth times, you need
to add (at the top) the number of coordinates per vertex (the dimension of your data), the
scaling factor (almost always you should set this equal to 1), the step size (by how much
will you increase the radius on each step) and the number of steps. Underneath you should
have your data points and at the end of every row you should add the associated initial
radius (you should set this r = 0).

You could do this on the terminal by typing pico name of your data set (you should
replace “name of your data set” by the name of your file), and then typing the necessary
numbers on top. Use control + X to exit and control + O to save. Alternatively, you
could do this on any text editor without using the terminal.

Figure 1: Example of file format for points with uniform birth times

Finally, once your file has the correct format, you can type ./perseus rips name of your data set
and it will compute the persistent homology of this complex and you can find the results
in the output.txt file that will appear on your Perseus directory.
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